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Children of the ltlew lvlillennium
P.M.H. Atwater; whose researcb into the Near Death
Experience bas spanned two decad.es, says her new

research witb children will change your aiew
of the l/DE pbenomenon

Children have near death experiences (NDE), too, but the
way they experience it is much different-startlingly different-
than adults, according to new research by P.M.H. Atwater, Lh.D.

She says the differences, which she details in a new book due
out this fall, are major enough to change the way we view the
phenomenon. And, she plans to reveal some of her findings at
the Sept.2 meeting.

hr addition, she will discuss the four types of near-death
experiences; the spread of aftereffects; leaming reversals; music
and genius; creative intuitives; pre- birth and pre-earth memo-
ries; the power of prayeq and the unusually high rate of alcohol-
ism and attempted suicides from child experiencers.

The three very different types of subjective light will also be
mentioned along with the "shadows" inherent in "otherworldly
journeys." Atwater will also unveil the elements of a second
birth-what seems to happen to child experiencers-and what
it implies about the "engine" of evolution and the new "root
tace,"

Atwater, a survivor of three separate NDE experiences, is
the author of several books on the subject, including Beyond

The Light. Her work has been written about in many magazines
over the years, and she has appeared many times on local and
national television, including krry King Liae, Geraldo,Regis I
Kathy Lee, Sally lessy Raphael and Entertainment Tonight.

\ /hile she's here, she will attend two book signings and be
available for private consultations as well. On Saturday, Sept.4,
she will teach a workshop titledkansformatiae Consciousness

from noon until 6 pm.
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P.M.H. Atwater
Thursday, Sept. 2
Meditation - 6:30 p.m.
Lecture -7:15 p.m.
Workshop on Sept,4

Lectures and meditations are held on
the first Thursday of every month at
the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
at 3313 Wade Avenue, Raleigh, NC.
There is a $5 suggested love offering.

Meditations begin at 6:30 p.m. To
respect the special energy created
during meditations, we ask for your
consideration in arriving on time.

Lectures begin at 7:15 p.m. following
the meditation. We look lorward to
seeing you on Thursdays!September 1999 lssue 1.36



DISCOVERING YOUR
SOUL'S PURPOSE
Seminar featuring Mark Thurston,
from the Association for Research and
Enli ght enment. Thrs pro gram will
focus on Edgar Cayce's approach
to finding your life's mission.

October 9, Holiday Inn, RTP.
Fee. Registration: L-800-333-4499.
For local information, call:
Lou at 919-643-0232.
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Book Signings hiday, Sept. 3

withPIYIHAtwater
. Dancing Moon in Raleigh

fromNoon -2p^;
o Barnes & Noble in Cary

from 7:30 pm - 9:30 pm

Maryphyllis is an Angel
As this month's Angel, Maryphyllis Horn,
is offering two-not one but two-half-hour
Shamanic Readings to the lucky winners.

Maryphyllis, MEd, CMHI, Rev Reiki Masteq, has
a full-time Shamanic Healing and Soul Retrieval
practice in the Triangle and Triad. She says the
purpose of her work is to help people get in touch
with their own inner spirit, to become more whole
and self empowered.

Within a Spirit ]ourney, she confers with your
High Self and her Spirit Teachers to access your
Akashic Record, soul's mission and soul's desires
for spiritual growth. Your High Self and her Spirit
Teachers give detailed information and insights
regarding your energy and primary issue, which
Maryphyllis experiences as if it were hers. They
also answer your specific questions. For more
information, call 919 -542-0260.

CreatinU Business $uccess

A Basiness Build.ing Course for
C om plime ntary He ah bcare and

Energy Workers

Week 1 - Vision, Mission, Purpose
Week 2 - Entrepreneurial Success
Week 3 - New Business Startup
Week 4 - Financial Reality
Week5-LifeBalance
Week 6 - Growing the Business
WeekT-MarketingPlan
Week8-Speciallssues

Tuesday 7 -9 prn, Sept. 21 - Nov. 9

FEES:
1) $ZSO - course only
2) $SOO - course with 4 personal

coaching sessions
3) $ZSO - course with 8 personal

coaching sessions

Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf
Personal and Professional Coacb
Call 919.7 85-3232 for registration
and information.



SFI'Spiritual Coach
By Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf

Spiritually Based Personal and Profession Coach

Dear Spirit Coach,
I am confused., I tbink I want to work witb

sorneone on parts of *y life, hut I d.on't tbink I
need. theraplr. How d.o I know if I need. theraplr
or coaching? Is tbere n difference?

Jim

Dear Jim,
Thanks for asking this question. Yes, indeed, there is a

difference between therapy and coaching. At one point when I
was discussing this with a friend, I said that coaching is what
people do after they have completed therapy but still want the
experience of having a partner in working on their lives.

Many times in our lives, we are in our own flow and our lives
are moving beautifully. At other times, we run into periods when
we get stuck-when forward movement has ceased. It is at these
times that people are likely to reach out to a coach-when they
are ready to move to their own next level.

Thomas Leonard, the founder of Coach Uniaersity where I
received my training, describes the difference between coaching
and therapy as follows:

Coaching Therapy

Coaching is about achievement Therapy is about healing

Coaching is about action Therapy is about understanding

Coaching is about transformation Therapy is about change

Coaching is about momentum Therapy is about safety

Coaching is about intuition Therapy is about feelings

Coaching is aboutjoy Therapy is about happiness

Coaching is about performance Therapy is about progress

Coaching is about synchronicity Therapy is about timing

Coaching is about attraction Therapy is about protecting

Coaching is about creating Therapy is about resolving

If you have issues that require the help of a psychologist or
psychiatrist, I believe coaching would be inappropriate for you
at this time. Successful coaching requires that you are ready to
take responsibility for all aspects of your life-that if stuff comes
up in the process, you are ready to heal it and move forward-
and if you are stuck, you are willing to look inward for
the solution rather than outward to the world.

I hope that the above comparison helps you make your
decision.

Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf
(919)785-3232 dr_kathi@msn.com

Ads (email or camera ready)
Business Catd(3.5"x2") $15
Vertical Card (2"x3.5") $20
1 / 4-Page Ad (2.5"x3.75") $25
1/3-Page Ad (3.25"x 7.5") $35
1, /Z-Page Ad (5"x7.5") $50
Full Page Ad (7.5"x 10") $100
(Plus $L5 design/rekeying charge, if the
ad needs to be retyped or designed).
For information on other sizes and
inserts, please call Kim Kasdorf at
833-4188.

Announcements (email or disk)
Up to 50 words: $15
Up to 100 words: $20
(plus $15 rekeying charge, if it needs to
be retyped)

Deadline for the next issue
is September 2.

Send your camera-ready ad or
announcement and payment to
Lightworks,7803 Chapel Hill Rd,
Durham,NC 27707 or email to:
Icemp .w ar d@min dsp rin g. com

lf your ad or announcementis NOT
emailed or camera-ready, please send
it on computer disk to save the $15
rekrying charge.

Malce checks payable fo Spiritual
Frontiers Fellowship.



Itlumerology: Birthdate Reveals Destiny 0art 3)
Our purpose on the planet is easily understood

through looking at our birthday. As explained in two
articles in the May and June issues, the individual destiny
or life path number is derived by the birthdate.

For example, let's look at my friend Jane Norton's
birthdate -- 70-28-7947. The month is 10 or 1 + 0 = 1,

the day is 28, or 2 + 8 = 1, and the year is 7947, therefore
1 + 9 + 4+7 = 21, reduced to 3. To compute her destiny
number:1+1+3=5

Since we have already highlighted the destiny numbers
7,2/77,3, and 4/22-let's explore the significance of the
numbers 5,6 and 7 in this column.

NUMBERs DESTINY
The destiny number 5 emphasizes rebirth, freedom,
change, transformation, and physical reaiity. Throughout
life. 5's will learn, by trial and error, about their own
physical presence on this Earth and the effect that they
have on other people. The 5 relates to the way in which
the body, mind and emotions are able to adapt to chang-
ing envrronments. Fives will experience freedom when
body, mind, and spirii have equal acceptance for each
other because for them balance is freedom.

People with a lot of 5's in their numerology charts
brought to this lifetime the tendency to overindulge in
food, sex, alcohol, drugs, retail therapy, extravagance,
gambling, and other areas where balance needs to be
maintained. An abundance of 5s, especially in the destiny
area, can mean that individuals have chosen to overcome
these indulgences.

Fives must avoid wasting their many talents by dissi-
pating their energy in too many directions. They can be
quite fickle in regard to relationships, career choices and
in all life's decisions.

The 5 destiny is a very active and unpredictable path
filled with sudden events, many opportunities and
unusual experiences. Fives are citizens of the
world and often leave their birth place and embrace
different cultures - they are drawn to the unusual,
unique, exotic, and exciting.

NUMBER 6 DESTINY
The number six is very complex - it is like the star of

David, the six-pointed star, or two intertwined triangles.
One set of triangles relates to home, family and responsi-
bility. The other one reveals work, health and artistic
expression. People who have the destiny number six are

bom with an innate ability to give help and comfort
whenever needed. They tend to be more responsible than
other people and are often required to learn to serve
family and friends.

They usually love children, and if they don't give birth to
them, they are prone to adopt others, perhaps a relative's
kids or even become codependent with friends. They can
be counted on to do more than their share with aging
parents.

One of the principle lessons of the 6 destiny is that of
balance. People with this life path may often be handed
situations which cause them to lose their balance and,
inadvertently, sway toward one extreme or another.
They cannot remain balanced on this path while they
are struggling with other people's burdens as well as
their own. They must remember to take care of their
own physical, mental and emotional health instead of
overextending themselves. A person's ability to balance
and harmonize may express in creative activities, such
as art, music, and writing.

NUMBER 7 DESTINY
\A/hile many people say 7 is the most spiritual number,

especially because of so many references in the Bible, this
is not really true. The number 7 carries a very complex
vibration reflecting intellect, self-knowledge, wisdom,
analysis, understanding, and scientific orientation.

Sevens live in their minds, constantly going within
to find answers to their constant and diverse questions
...always looking for the truth that could bring about the
idealistic changes they visualize. This is truly the path
of the mystic -- and by the way my destiny number.

Above all else people with the life path 7 seek to know
themselves and their relationship to others and their
purpose on the planet. They may explore various profes-
sions but instinctly know their main purpose in life is the
attainment of wisdom.

Sevens question authority and can make valid
arguments as to why the status quo is unacceptable.
They can get in trouble in their search for perfection
because they can get frustrated by the actions and
attitudes of other people. Their deep need for privacy
can appear to be secrecy or aloofness, and this misunder-
standing can make them difficult to get to know or even
approach at times. There is a distinct difference about
them which others can find unnerving and intimidating
but they possess a rare vision that is hard to communicate
to others.

(Stayed tuned next monthfor highlights on the destiny numbers
I and 9.)

AlexSandra L. Lett
(9r9) 774-s088
alexlett@aol.com(C) AlexSandra L. Lett,L999
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The gifi of Meditnliron fronr
Shd Shivobsloyogi tohoroj

upon *1.P, Singh

9l2O Unity Cenier o 6:45pm
88OO Seo*ell School Rd., Chopel Hill

9l2l Unilorion Fellowship . 6:45pm
33,13 Wode Avenue, Roleigh

9/22 Hindu Temple . 6:45pm
309 Aviotion Porkwoy, Mbrrisville

9123 Eno River Uniiorion r ,&!Ulpm
4907 Garreft Rood, Durhom

9lA Morty Solomon . 6:45pm
Woke Forest r 919.55&3023

9125 The Medirorion Gozebo . 6:45pm
Chopel Hill

Hindu Temple r 6:45pm
309 Aviolion Porkwoy, ldonisville

Potluck Picnk ' l2:(Xl pm
Eno River Stote Pork

Wohon Devq . l2:(X) pm
Hillsborough . 9 19443-1 42O

Hqrr,tHifclien . $ons e f{e Clmrgn
lts H$sliry nr*encCof s *lootpr

919,,,957 -2361 cc*sadreeolcoln

\ ffake the habit of meditation essential in your life.
IVIIII heals the physical, mental, and spiritual body.
It controls the clutter of mind allowing true intelli-
gence to arise. Through meditation we come to
understand ourselves and others.

l$,rery day meditate for one hour. This is all that
ll.iShri Shivabalayogi instructs And because he is a
God-realized Yogi he can help you achieve that goal.
True yogis are rare. Only those who have achieved
siddhi of the four directions in tapas, which is medita-
tion in samadhi for several years, can be called a Yogi.

ffiaily practice of meditation improves through the
)LJ grace of Shivabalayogi which comes from the
power he achieved in tapas.

lfn his mission, which started after the completion of
)Ltopas on August 7, 196l at the age of twenty-six,
Shivabalayogi uses four methods: giving initiation into
dhyarru meditation, consecratin g vibhuti to aid medita-
tion and healing, giving darshan which is the experi-
ence of bliss when in the presence of a God-realized
Yogi, and bestowing bhat,a or the experience of the
Divine within.

fhis gift is measureless. But do not rely on words.
JL Experience dh1.,ana and learn what the daily prac-

tice of meditation does for your life and those around
you.

fi\ fter traveling for three decades in India and later
fL.in the West to bring people into the line of
mediation, Shri Shivabalayogi left his physicalbody on
April 2, 1994 attaining Mahasamadhi through a pro-
cess of;.'oga nidra.

fhis process can be used only by the very highest of
lL souls and allows the Yogi to continue his work

through the mental body. Now Shri Shivabalayogi
comes to us again in full spiritual and physical pres-
ence in the form of M. P. Singh to continue his mission
of initiation and guidance into meditation regardless of
spiritual path.

lpxperience the bliss that comes from the daily
)L)practice of meditation. There is no other bliss to
equal this and it is the quickest way to effect real
change.

&

eta,

e/2s

9/26



['eng Shui 0esson 2: tlectrotnaUnetics)
As most of you know already, Feng Shui has been

documented for many thousands of years, and life
then couldn't have been as complicated as it is now.

However, then lt was about basic survival mode
first-and health second-because if you were
healthier, it meant a better chance to hunt, grow
and hoard for the second day.

Today, we are into survival, too, but mostly of our
own making: bigger houses/mortgages, faster cars
in multilanes of congested traffic, social obligations
to meet, and relationships that are stagnant or toxic.
All this has us running faster and faster, trying in
vain to catch up. And, if we do gain on it, then we
feel the demand to add more to our juggling act.

The ancients have a saying that man (woman)
cannot be both fast and smart-for if s/he moves too
rapidly, the mind cannot fathom the reason. If s/he
works only the mind, the body and spirit remain far,
far behind in confusion and sadness.

Electromagnetic energy confuses us further. Our
homes, cars, and offices are full of gadgets that put
out a large (in some cases aery large) magnetic field.
This greatly affects our bodies and minds. Many
recall the "microwave in use: attention pacemaker
patients" signs. If you didn't have a pacemaker, what
further consideration did you give it? The fact is that
televisions, microwaves, digital clocks, cellular
phones, VCRs, radios, etc. are so much a convenience
in our busy lives that nobody really stops to realize
the danger they can hold.

In Feng Shui,I always advise a client to replace
the "electric" clock in their bedroom with an old
fashioned wind up clock, move the TV and VCR
totally out of the room and let their place of rest,
indeed be that. Never have a computer in the room
wherein you sleep or nap. And they should never be
used around a chronically ill person.

Electro-magnetics affect brain waves that prevent
extensive sleep. Especially the deep sleep which
restores the organs to prime function after they
served a frantic, on-the-go day for you. In children,
there can be more likelihood of Attention Deficit
Disorder and hyperactivity. ln babies, more digestive
problems and actual slowing of the brain's develop-
ment in the first two years of life. And, in everyone,

chemical imbalances that can manifest in many ways

-depression 
being the most corunon.

Patients with neurological problems such as
Parkinson's disease, Multiple sclerosis, and those
with Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and Fibromyalgea,
also respond in a clearly negative way to magnetic
fields because it can throw the brain "connections"
off. I have seen many respond favorably when
removed from nightly "exposure" of 5-8 hours of
electronics.

The old electric blanket, so popular in earlier
years, has done more than it's share of damage
as well. The younger and elderly age exhemes are
affected most since they have the least resistance
and often they have no say in how or where they
are "put" for naps and nighttime rest.

As a matter of interest, try this-remove the
mentioned electronics from your bedroom for a
couple of months and notice the difference in how
you sleep and the changes in your dreams. Your
general energy level should show considerable
change.

Lamps, etc. are not a problem unless they are
touchere types with rheostats that send out fields
in a lower degree even if the light is not turned on.
My touchere lamps stay unplugged until I need
them for illumination. Personally,I unplug my
microwave, too, except when it is in use for the few
minutes necessary to heat something. And, winding
up my clock beside my bed each night is sort of a
closing ritual to the day that I would miss if I
stopped doing it.

All this requires some thought and a little extra
effort, but aren't we worth it? Why not feel as good
as we can?

The next installment will be a discussion about
plastics and other man-made materials.

By Suzanne Leutis Brown

Suzanne is a professional Interior
Designer and Feng Shui Master-
and a longtime member of SFF



1999 World Service Full Moon Meditations
Each month meditators gather to apply their mental and spiritual energies for the upliftment of the
planet. In this guided meditation, we link telepathically with Hierarchy (the planetary heart center),
Shamballa (the planetary head center), and the astrological influences of the moment to draw in the
forces of enlightenment and the will to good. All seekers are welcome. Please join us for meditation
and discussion. For directions and information, call Maureen Richmond at (919) 846 - 8554.

Aug, 26 (Thursday) 7:30 PM
Sept. 24 (Friday) 7:30 PM
Oct. 24 (Sunday) 5:00 PM
Nov. 22 (Monday) 7:30 PM
Dec. 22 (Wednesday) 7:30 PM

Open House Reiki
2nd & 4th Weds. 7:30 pm. FREE. Curious and
beginners encouraged to come and discover this
healing energy. Classes and sessions available, too.
TlL Kimbrough St., Raleigh (off \A/hitaker Mill Rd.).
Vickie Penninger (919) 828-0876

Feng Shui
Amazing changes in health, wisdom, cash flow and
relationships are not only possible but likely with the
use of this ancient Chinese art of placement. It's NOT
what you have or what it cost, but where it is placed
and used. Simple / powerful / wonderful!
Residential and commercial visits. Hourly rates.
Suzanne Lewis Brown (919) 787-8781.

SHAMANIC PRACTITIONER
Maryphyllis Horn, MEd, CMHp

9L9-542-0260
. SOUL RETRIEVALS

restore vibrancy, wholeness, missing soul
qualities, membries. Faster, more reliable

than other modalities.
. THOUGHT FIELD THERAPY

eliminates painful emotions faster than
NLP, EMDR" hypnosis. Long lasting.

. SHAMANIC SPIRIT JOT]RNEY INSTRUCTION
for deep peace, healing, higher guidance.

. PAST LIFE REGRESSION
. ALCHEMY HYPNOTHERAPY

. FENG SHUI

Unity Church ortne Triongle
Office and Bookstore

524 East Whitaker Mill Road,
Raleigh, NC 27608
For information call 832-8324.
Dial-A-Prayer 832- 1 020.
Off ice/Bookstore Hou rs:
10 am-4 pm Monday-Thursday
.Radio Program "New Dimensions in Spirit"
I pm on Sundays AM620 WDNC TALK RADIO

11:00 am Sunday Service
524 East Whitaker Mill Road in
Raleigh, between Glenwood Ave. and
Wake Forest Road. Nursery, Childrens
Church. All denominations welcome.

Housecleaning Avai lable
If you just don't have the time to clean your house
the way you would like it, call Joyce Whaley. Six
years experience, reliable and trustworthy. Refer-
ences available. Call420-0248 and put the sparkle
back into your home.

Reiki Open House
Open house on first & third Wednesday evenings,
8:40 PM. Anyone welcome. Free. Mary Mooney,
5109 Holly Ridge Rd., Raleigh. (919)420-0104



Chairperson

Secretary (vacant)

Treasurer

Programs

Healing & Meditations

Ref reshments

Fundraising & Public Relations

Newsletter Editor

Audio Services

Mailing List

Find us at:

Dr. Kathi Ann Middendorf
7 85-3232 dr-kathi @ msn.com

Larry Henson
661 -8371 lhenson @earthlink.net

Steve Long

829-37 54 one.circle @ mindspring.com
Jim Boone

469-3466 or 677-8000 (w)
Vickie Penninger

828-0876 vickpenn @ bellsouth.net
Suzanne Brown

Oct. 7 SPIRITIN BUS/NESS -RebeccaNagy

Nov. 4 HEALING TOUCH - Jon Seskevich, RN.

Jan. 13 NEW MILLENNIUM ASTROLOGY
Stephen Forrest

With permission from our speakers, we make
audio tapes of Thursday night lectures and week-
end workshops. lf you would like a tape, please fill
out an order form at the donation desk on Thursday
nights. We need your advance payment to cover
our costs of duplication.

Subscriptions to Lightworks are free, although
we gratefully accept donations. After deducting
advertising revenues, it costs about $g.SO a year
to send you Lightworks. lf you enjoy receiving
Lightworks, please consider sending a donation
to help us cover publishing and mailing expenses.

lf you are moving or wish to discontinue your
subscription to Lightworks, please write to us or
call Kim Kasdorf at 833-4188.

. 781-8181 lewisbrown@lynxus.com
Kemp Ward

403-87 18 kemp.ward @ mindspring.com
Charlotte Edwards

965-2683
Kim KasdorJ

833-41 88 kasdorfj @ ix.netcom.com
http ://www. nc ne i g hbo rs.com/1 1 69/

At Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship Raleigh, our
mission is to enhance the spiritual, mystical and
metaphysical awareness and consciousness of
our community by sponsoring programs that
{acilitate personal growth and development and
a holistic approach to health and living.

Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship lnternational
Raleigh Area Chapter
P.O. Box 12773
Raleigh, NC 27605-2773
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